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Abstract
Electrophysiological studies in mammal primary auditory cortex have demonstrated neuronal tuning and cortical
spatial organization based upon spectral and temporal qualities of the stimulus including: its frequency, intensity,
amplitude modulation and frequency modulation. Although communication and other behaviourally relevant
sounds are usually complex, most response characterizations have used tonal stimuli. To better understand the
mechanisms necessary to process complex sounds, we investigated neuronal responses to a speciﬁc class of
broadband stimuli, auditory gratings or ripple stimuli, and compared the responses with single tone responses.
Ripple stimuli consisted of 150–200 frequency components with the intensity of each component adjusted such
that the envelope of the frequency spectrum is sinusoidal. It has been demonstrated that neurons are tuned to
speciﬁc characteristics of those ripple stimulus including the intensity, the spacing of the peaks, and the location
of the peaks and valleys (C. E. Schreiner and B. M. Calhoun, Auditory Neurosci., 1994; 1: 39–61). Although
previous results showed that neuronal response strength varied with the intensity and the fundamental frequency
of the stimulus, it is shown here that the relative response to different ripple spacings remains essentially
constant with changes in the intensity and the fundamental frequency. These ﬁndings support a close
relationship between pure-tone receptive ﬁelds and ripple transfer functions. However, variations of other
stimulus characteristics, such as spectral modulation depth, result in non-linear alterations in the ripple
transformation. The processing between the basilar membrane and the primary auditory cortex of broadband
stimuli appears generally to be non-linear, although speciﬁc stimulus qualities, including the phase of the
spectral envelope, are processed in a nearly linear manner.
Introduction
Studies of auditory cortical neuron responses to pure tones have
demonstrated several basic organizational principles of receptive ﬁeld
characteristics in auditory cortical ﬁelds of cats and other mammals.
These spectral parameters include the neuron’s preferred frequency
(e.g. Merzenich et al., 1975; Reale & Imig, 1980; Phillips & Irvine,
1981; Phillips et al., 1985; Schreiner & Mendelson, 1990; Heil et al.,
1992) and intensity properties (Phillips & Irvine, 1981; Heil et al.,
1992; Schreiner et al., 1992; Phillips et al., 1995). In addition, it has
been shown that temporal response properties of cortical neurons
exhibit selectivity and spatial organization for speciﬁc amplitude
modulations (Schreiner & Urbas, 1986, 1988; Eggermont, 1993,
1994), and frequency modulations (Mendelson & Cynader, 1985;
Heil et al., 1992; Mendelson & Grasse, 1992; Mendelson et al., 1993;
Eggermont, 1994). Accordingly, receptive ﬁelds of individual neurons
can be characterized by a combination of several spectral and temporal
processing properties. Each characterization reveals another facet of
how simple sounds are analysed and represented in the sensory ﬁelds
of the cortex. However, as most of the sounds that surround us are
both spectrally and temporally quite complex, a neuron’s response
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may not be predictable based on extrapolation from its responses to
these simple sounds. To understand the mechanisms used by the
auditory system to process communication sounds and other complex
sounds, the responses of neurons to complex stimuli must be studied,
and related to those determined for simple sounds, such as pure tones.
Research in the visual system has shown that for many neurons in
the primary visual cortex, it is possible to predict the neuron’s
response to a complex stimuli from its response to different sinusoidal
gratings (e.g. Worgotter & Eysel, 1987; Worgotter et al., 1990;
DeValois & DeValois, 1990; Jagadeesh et al., 1993). These studies
provide evidence that generalized stimuli covering large portions of
the receptor surface can be well suited to predict responses to speciﬁc
and/or more spatially restricted stimuli. In addition, these studies
suggested that much of the transformation from input space to cortical
representation can be described in terms of linear processing.
Early studies in the auditory system utilized broadband acoustic
gratings to compare complex and tonal stimuli responses in the
periphery. For example, tuning curves from a cat cochlear nucleus
neuron were predicted from the neuron’s response to cosine noiseSpectral envelope coding in cat A1 927
(Bilsen et al., 1975; ten Kate & van Bekkum, 1988). Recently,
responses of auditory cortical neurons to acoustic gratings have been
investigated in some detail. We showed that neurons in cat primary
auditory cortex (A1) respond selectively and systematically to acoustic
stimuli with sinusoidal spectral envelopes (ripple stimuli; Schreiner
& Calhoun, 1994). Studies in the ferret AI have suggested that from
ripple responses, general predictions can be made as to responses to
pure tones and to spectrally complex stimuli (Shamma et al., 1995;
Shamma & Versnel, 1995). Furthermore, the latter studies concluded
that AI neurons analyse the shape of acoustic spectra in a substantially
linear manner (Shamma & Versnel, 1995).
In this paper, we test whether the receptive ﬁeld characterization
with ripple stimuli is indeed essentially linear and how it compares
to pure-tone characterizations. We use both single and multiple unit
responses in cat primary auditory cortex to investigate changes in
responsiveness resulting from systematic changes in the ripple stimu-
lus properties. First we compare responses with inversions of the
spectral envelope, then we investigate inﬂuences of spectral intensity,
spectral modulation depth, and the carrier signal composition on the
ripple-derived receptive ﬁeld. Finally, we compare properties of pure-
tone receptive ﬁelds with properties of receptive ﬁelds based on
acoustic gratings. We show here that in the primary auditory cortex
of barbiturate anaesthetized cats, responses to changes in stimulus
intensity, spectral envelope phase and carrier composition result in
quasi-linear alterations of the ripple transfer function (RTF). In
contrast, modiﬁcation of the spectral modulation depth can result in
highly non-linear distortions of the RTF. Comparison between ripple
and pure-tone response areas show only a fairly weak correlation.
This indicates the presence of non-linearities in the processing of
narrow- and/or broadband stimuli. Therefore, using linear system
theory, characteristics of the responses to pure tones only provide a
ﬁrst-order approximation to characteristics of responses to complex
stimuli.
Methods
Surgery and animal preparation
The basic surgical and electrophysiological techniques are similar to
those described in a previous paper (Schreiner & Calhoun, 1994).
Brieﬂy, data were collected from adult cats pre-anaesthetized using
a mixture of ketamine hydrochloride (10 mg/kg) and acepromazine
maleate (0.25 mg/kg). They were also given dexamethasone sodium
phosphate (0.25 mg/kg per 24 h) to control brain oedema, and atropine
sulphate (0.25 mg/12 h) to control mucus production. A venous
cannulation was used to administer an initial dose of sodium pentobar-
bital (to effect, µ 30 mg/kg), and maintain an areﬂexic, hydrated
state through constant infusion of an 8 : 1 mixture of lactated Ringer’s
solution and sodium pentobarbital (µ 4 mL/h) with supplemental
intravenous injections of sodium pentobarbital as needed. A tracheal
cannulawasinsertedandthetemperature oftheanimalwasmaintained
at 37.5 °C using a feedback controlled heated water blanket.
The head of the cat was ﬁxed leaving the external meati unobstruc-
ted. A craniotomy exposed the lateral cortex above the ectosylvian
gyrus and the dura over the primary auditory cortex was reﬂected.
Silicon oil kept the cortex viable and a 1.5% solution of clear agarose
in saline helped stabilize the cortex for single unit recordings.
A hollow ear bar was inserted into one ear canal to deliver the
stimulus and a micromanipulator was positioned so that an electrode
could be advanced perpendicular to the surface of the contralateral
cortex.
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Electrophysiology
Neuronal activity was recorded using tungsten electrodes (MicroProbe
Inc., Gaithersburg, MD, USA) with an impedance of 0.8–1.2 MW at
1 kHz. A differential ampliﬁer ﬁltered the activity below 1 kHz and
above10 kHz.Awindowdiscriminator(BAKDIS-1)settheamplitude
threshold and required shape for acceptable action potentials. A
computer (DEC 11/73) recorded the number and time of the selected
activity relative to a predetermined stimulus for later analysis.
Acoustic stimuli
Experiments were conducted in a double-walled sound-shielded room
(IAC). A digital signal processor with a 16-bit de-glitched DAC and
a sampling rate of 60 kHz or 120 kHz generated the auditory stimuli.
The stimulus was low-pass ﬁltered 96 dB/octave at 15 or 50 kHz.
The digital signal could be generated over an intensity range of
70 dB. Additional attenuation was provided by passive attenuators.
The closed sound delivery system was designed to provide a fairly
ﬂat transfer function when connected to the average cat ear (Sokolich,
US Patent 4251686, 1981). Two different types of stimuli were used:
pure tones and harmonic complexes with sinusoidal spectral envelopes
(ripple stimuli, Schreiner & Calhoun, 1994). The tones were used to
determine the frequency response areas (FRAs), while the ripple
stimuli were used to determine the transfer functions and response
proﬁles for a range of spectral envelope frequencies.
Frequency response area
Single neurons or small groups of neurons were isolated at cortical
depths between 600 and 1200 mm. Once a neuron or neuron cluster
was found, a rough estimation of the characteristic frequency (CF)
was made by manually varying the stimulus frequency and intensity.
The FRA was then determined by computer-controlled presentation
of 675 different stimuli in a pseudorandom order over 15 intensity
levels and 45 frequencies. The level changed in steps of 5 dB, giving
a sampled dynamic range of 70 dB. The frequency range was centred
around the manually determined CF of the recording site, and covered
between 3 and 5 octaves depending upon manually determined size
of the FRA. The 45 frequencies were spaced in equal fractions of an
octave. Each tonal stimulus was presented for 50 ms with a 3 ms rise
time, and a 350 ms interstimulus interval.
If time permitted, two-tone FRAs were also determined. Two-tone
FRAs reveal interactive inhibitory effects by using a constant probe
tone to evoke a response and a second simultaneously presented tone
that was varied in intensity and frequency. To elicit a reliable response,
the probe tone was located at the CF, at an intensity µ 10–20 dB
aboveminimumthreshold.Two-tonesuppression(inhibition)occurred
when the pseudorandom stimulus reduced or eliminated the expected
response to the ﬁxed probe.
Ripple stimulus
After obtaining the pure tone responses, responses to broadband
stimuli were investigated. The particular class of broadband stimuli
used are referred to here as ripple stimuli. The ripple stimuli used in
this study consisted of a harmonic series of 100–255 simultaneously
presented frequency components whose spectral envelope was sinus-
oidally modulated on logarithmic intensity and frequency scales. The
bandwidth of the stimulus was set to 3 octaves with the geometric
centre located at the neuron’s CF. The fundamental frequency, which
is the spacing between the component tones, usually ranged from 50
to 200 Hz and was adjusted to generate fewer than 256 components
(the maximum number that could be produced by the digital signal928 B. M. Calhoun and C. E. Schreiner
FIG. 1. Ripple stimulus. A schematic of the position of a ripple stimulus
relative to the subregions of a frequency response area. The frequency scale
is logarithmic and the intensity scale is in dB. The excitatory region is
represented by light grey, while the inhibitory region is represented by dark
grey. The ripple stimulus’ individual components are linearly spaced, resulting
in more components per octave at higher frequencies. In a linear system, the
strength of the response to the stimulus would be the sum of the responses to
each individual component.
processor) over the 3 octave range. The starting phase of each
frequency component was pseudorandom such that when all the
components were at the same intensity, the temporal envelope of the
stimulus was nearly ﬂat; this avoided a strong peakiness of the
waveform from phase alignments. As the individual components were
linearly spaced, constant energy per octave was maintained by
decreasing the overall intensity of the components by 6 dB/octave.
The inverse of the sinusoidal spectral envelope’s wavelength is
referred to as the ripple density and is expressed in ripples/octave;
the modulation depth of the envelope (ripple depth) is linear on a dB
scale, the standard modulation depth was 30 dB. The phase of the
spectral envelope, the ripple phase, is deﬁned as zero when the centre
peak of the ripple stimulus is aligned with the CF of the recording
site. The overall intensity of the stimulus is expressed in dB sound
pressure level (SPL) and was measured at the end of the ear bar on
the linear setting of a sound level meter (Bruel & Kjaer, Copenhagen,
Denmark). The ripple stimulus was presented for 100 ms with a 5 ms
rise time. The interstimulus interval was at least 700 ms, and was
extended if adaptation effects were noted.
A schematic of the standard stimulus, with a ripple density of 1
ripple/octave, a ripple phase of 0°, and a modulation depth of 30 dB
is shown in Fig. 1. Starting with the standard stimulus, individual
parameters were systematically varied including ripple density, spec-
tral modulation depth, spectral envelope phase and overall intensity.
Ripple transfer function
The RTF depicts the spike count as a function of the ripple density.
Twenty-ﬁve repetitions of each of 15 to 20 different stimuli were
presented at ripple densities ranging from 0 to 8.66 ripples/octave.
To select the intensity setting used for a given neuron, the ripple
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stimulus was ﬁrst presented at a modulation depth of 30 dB and a
ripple density of 1 ripple/octave, and the overall intensity was varied
until the best response was achieved as judged by audiovisual
measures. Ripple transfer functions were then determined at that
intensity, and for a modulation depth of 30 dB. Additional RTFs were
determined for a range of modulation depths, spectral envelope phases
and overall intensities.
Response proﬁles
‘Response proﬁles’ are similar to the RTFs in that the strength of the
response was plotted as a function of a varied parameter; the ripple
density was kept constant at either 1 ripple/octave or at the density
that elicited the strongest response, and another parameter was
systematically varied. Peristimulus time histograms (PSTHs) for each
parameter setting were collected. The parameters that were varied for
the response proﬁles include the spectral envelope modulation depth
(range: 0–40 dB), the ripple phase (0°–360°), and the overall intensity
(20 dB on either side of the manually determined best intensity).
When a peak in the spectrum was aligned with the CF, the ripple
phase was deﬁned as 0°. As the peak was shifted in frequency so
that the trough became aligned with the CF, the ripple phase was
deﬁned as 180°. With the exception of the phase response proﬁle,
the stimuli were always presented at a spectral envelope phase of 0°.
To vary the modulation depth, the spectral maxima were kept at a
constant value, and the minima were increased or decreased to attain
the desired depth such that the overall energy in the stimulus was
inversely related to the modulation depth.
Analysis
In order to construct the RTFs and the response proﬁles, the strength
of a neuron’s response was based upon the number of responses that
resulted from 25 presentations of the stimulus.
In an effort to establish correlations between the FRAs and the
RTFs, the following characteristics of the tuning curves were analysed:
the CF (in kHz), quality factors (Q-10 dB and Q-40 dB), bandwidth
10 dB and bandwidth 40 dB above the minimum threshold (in
octaves), the characteristic frequencies of the inhibitory sidebands
and the relative positions of the inhibitory sidebands. Figure 2
illustrates the measured characteristics: (i) the outer distance between
the inhibitory sidebands (lower edge of the lower inhibitory sideband
to the upper edge of the upper inhibitory sideband 10–20 dB above
the inhibitory threshold, measured in octaves); (ii) the inner distance
between the inhibitory sidebands (upper edge of the lower inhibitory
sideband to the lower edge of the upper inhibitory sideband 10–
20 dB above each sideband’s threshold); (iii) frequency difference of
CF to the tip of the lower inhibitory sideband; and (iv) frequency
difference of CF to the tip of the upper inhibitory sideband. The
measures labelled C and D in Figure 2 represent the distances between
the excitatory CF and the tip of the farther and closer inhibitory
sidebands, respectively. For the RTFs, the best ripple density (BRD;
the ripple density that evoked the strongest response) was recorded.
In addition, for both the RTFs and the response proﬁles, the proﬁle
width was recorded—this was the range of ripple densities, intensities,
or phases over which the response was greater than half the dynamic
range of the response.
Results
FRAs and RTFs were recorded from 201 multiple units and 77 single
units throughout A1 of 22 adult cats. Two-tone FRAs were recorded
for 32 neurons. We sampled large portions of A1 as reﬂected in theSpectral envelope coding in cat A1 929
FIG. 2. Anatomy of a frequency response area (FRA). A schematized FRA
showing several of the spacing measurements used to compare FRAs with
ripple transfer functions. The measurements, in octaves, are made 10–20 dB
above the threshold: (a) the external distance between the inhibitory sidebands
(lower edge of the lower inhibitory sideband to the upper edge of the upper
inhibitory sideband), (b) the internal distance between the inhibitory sidebands
(upper edge of the lower inhibitory sideband to the lower edge of the upper
inhibitory sideband), (c) characteristic frequency (CF) to the tip of the lower
inhibitory sideband, and (d) the tip of the upper inhibitory sideband to the
CF, termed the more distant inhibitory sideband if greater than (c).
broad range of CFs (1–20 kHz, with most in the 3–8 kHz range), and
great range in sharpness of tuning (Q-10 dB and Q-40 dB values
ranged from 0.5 to 10). Initially, several multiple unit recordings
were made to identify the borders of the primary auditory cortex (A1).
Isofrequency contours identiﬁed the rostral and caudal boundaries of
A1, while sharpness of tuning (Schreiner & Mendelson, 1990) and
threshold distributions identiﬁed the ventral and dorsal boundaries
(Schreiner & Cynader, 1984; Schreiner et al., 1993).
Effects of ripple phase on ripple transfer functions
Previously we found that the ripple phase, or the positions of the
spectral maxima and minima relative to the excitatory and inhibitory
regions of a neuron, strongly affect the neuron’s response to a
particular ripple density (Schreiner & Calhoun, 1994). To evaluate
how a neuron responds to related spectrally complex stimuli, we
investigated how a change in spectral phase affects the RTF’s shape.
In a linear system, a 180° shift in the ripple phase should result in a
mirror image of the RTF. Therefore, we presented stimuli with
spectral envelopes shifted by 180° and collected RTFs from 10
different units (Figs 3 and 4). Each panel shows two RTFs, one for
a spectral envelope phase of 0° (0°-RTF), and one for a spectral
envelope phase of 180° (180°-RTF).
Figure 3 illustrates different shapes of RTFs corresponding to
lowpass ﬁlters and bandpass ﬁlters for ripple densities with maxima
between 0.3 and 4.0 ripples/octave. Regardless of the shape, the
values of the RTFs at the two phases are inversely related with
maxima at one phase closely corresponding to minima at the other
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FIG. 3. Symmetrical ripple transfer functions (RTFs). Each panel shows two
RTFs measured from the same neuron. For the RTFs depicted by the solid
lines, the phase of the spectral envelope of the stimulus has been shifted by
180° relative to the other condition (dashed line). In ‘symmetrical neurons’
such as these, there is baseline activity, allowing inhibition to appear as a
decrease in the spike count; in a linear system, the two RTFs would be mirror
images of one another.930 B. M. Calhoun and C. E. Schreiner
FIG. 4. Asymmetrical ripple transfer functions (RTFs). Similar to Figure 3,
except these particular neurons have little or no baseline activity; inhibition
cannot be manifest through a reduction in activity. The two RTFs of the
‘asymmetrical neurons’ appear to be half-wave rectiﬁed.
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FIG. 5. Correlations between ripple transfer functions (RTFs). Correlating two
RTFs that were measured with spectral envelopes phase shifted by 180° gives
an estimate whether a neuron responds in a symmetrical, or an asymmetrical
manner. A correlation of – 1 indicates that the responses are mirror images
(symmetrical).
and vice versa. This is not only true in cases where the response
strength varied gradually with the changes in ripple density but also
where there were large changes in the response with small increments
in ripple density. Both Figure 3(D) and 3(E) show several instances
of steep slopes and large changes in the neuron’s response strength
with small changes in ripple density. Each change at 0° is closely
mirrored by an opposite change at 180°. This behaviour is compatible
with a nearly linear spectral envelope processing.
Although local response strength changes for 0°-RTFs were fre-
quently accompanied by opposite changes for 180°-RTFs, the RTFs
were not always symmetric mirror images (see Fig. 4). At low ripple
densities, the neuron in Figure 4(A) responded strongly at a phase of
0°, and weakly at a phase of 180°. To form a complete mirror image
of the 0° response, the 180° response would need to show a reduction
of the baseline spike count. As the base activity in this example was
zero spikes, the reconstructed RTF corresponds to a amplitude-clipped
or half-wave rectiﬁed version of the complete RTF.
To quantify the match between the two phase conditions, a
cross-correlation analysis was performed between the 0°-RTF and
180°-RTF. Identical plots would result in a correlation coefﬁcient
of 1 while perfect mirror images, as would be expected from a
linear system, would have a correlation coefﬁcient of – 1. If the
RTFs were inverted and half-wave rectiﬁed, the correlation
coefﬁcient would be 0. In other words, the correlation coefﬁcient
is a measure of the degree of rectiﬁcation under the assumption
of similar RTF slopes with phase reversal. The analysis included
101 different neurons and 94 further tests when stimuli were
presented at several different phases (90° vs. 270° and 0° vs.
180°) or at several different intensities. The mean correlation
coefﬁcient for the 195 cases was – 0.20. Nearly 25% of all cases
had a mean correlation coefﬁcient below – 0.50 (see Fig. 5)
indicative of only small amounts of rectiﬁcation. The remaining
75% showed either substantial amounts of rectiﬁcation or a general
dissimilarity of the RTFs for the phase-reversed conditions. If the
system is linear aside from a rectiﬁcation non-linearity, presenting
two ripple phases, 180° apart, may allow the unrectiﬁed response
proﬁle to be calculated. For RTFs with an offset baseline such
that little or no rectiﬁcation occurs, the second measurement can
validate the accuracy of the ﬁrst (Fig. 3). This suggests that, forSpectral envelope coding in cat A1 931
the majority of the neurons, predictable non-linearities were created
when low baseline activity prevented further reductions in the
response from being discernible. As shown in an earlier study, the
strength of the response is dependent on the phase of the stimulus
(Schreiner & Calhoun, 1994). However, from the current results
it can be concluded that response magnitude variations due to
envelope phase can be predicted from a quasi-linear model of the
auditory system.
Effects of intensity on ripple transfer function
We previously reported that the response strength for a ﬁxed ripple
density usually changed non-monotonically with changes in overall
stimulus intensity (Schreiner & Calhoun, 1994). To test whether this
behaviour generalizes to the complete RTF, we investigated the effects
of intensity on a wide range of ripple densities. The standard intensity
of the stimulus was either 20 dB above the threshold of the neuron
as determined by the tuning curve, or the intensity that evoked the
best response in a manual test of a 1 ripple/octave stimulus. Figure 6
shows the effects of changes in intensity on RTFs for ﬁve neurons.
Changes in intensity affected response strength across ripple density.
The general shape of the RTFs remained very similar for different
intensities: the responses remained bandpass with only minor vari-
ations in the BRD. However, the response modulation depth, or
relative response strength differences, of the RTFs varied as a function
of overall stimulus intensity with the strongest responses evoked by
mid-intensity stimuli, and weaker responses evoked by both louder
and softer stimuli. Previously, it was shown that the rate-level function
foraﬁxedrippledensitywaspredominantlynon-monotonic(Schreiner
& Calhoun, 1994). The current observation conﬁrms this, and shows
that the non-monotonicity extends across all ripple densities (Fig. 6,
the dash-dotted line represents the loudest stimulus). Of the ﬁve
neurons with RTFs studied as a function of stimulus intensity, only
one (Fig. 6D) exhibited a monotonic rate-level proﬁle. It is concluded
that the relative shape of the RTFs is maintained across a wide range
of stimulus intensity, compatible with a quasi-linear processing of
spectral envelopes.
Effects of spectral modulation depth on ripple transfer
functions
We previously demonstrated (Schreiner & Calhoun, 1994) that the
response strength for a ﬁxed ripple density varies with changes in
spectral modulation depth. To test whether this behaviour generalizes
for the RTF, similar to the overall level effects, we systematically
varied spectral envelope modulation depth across a wide range of
ripple densities. The standard modulation depth of the spectral
envelope, measured from a peak in the ripple stimulus to a trough,
was 30 dB. In this test, the modulation depth was varied between
5 dB and 40 dB. Altering the modulation depth was achieved by
varying the intensity of the spectral valleys while the peaks remained
at a constant intensity. This results in an overall level decrease with
increase in modulation depths. From the intensity results of the
previous section, one would expect that this would alter the magnitude
of the response, but not result in signiﬁcant changes of the RTF
shape. Figure 7 shows the effects of variations in modulation depth
on RTFs. Each set of two panels shows the RTFs for one unit, at
different modulation depths. Complete RTFs for all modulation depths
were not always available, as some neurons were lost during data
collection.
The RTFs of the neurons in panel A were all-pass at low modulation
depths, and bandpass at higher modulation depths. Similar effects of
modulation depth on the shape of the RTFs was seen for all tested
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FIG. 6. Effects of intensity. Ripple transfer functions for different overall
stimulus intensities are shown for two single units (C and D) and three
multiple units. Intensity was varied over 20–40 dB.
neurons. In addition, changes in the BRD were frequently observed,
with shifts in BRD ranging from 0.7 ripples/octave to 1.2 ripples/
octave (see Fig. 7A). The RTFs with the lower BRDs were obtained932 B. M. Calhoun and C. E. Schreiner
FIG. 7. Effects of modulation depth. Ripple transfer function (RTFs) for four different neurons, collected at modulation depths ranging from 5 to 40 dB. In each
pair of plots, the top panel shows the RTFs at low modulations depths (10 dB and below), and the bottom panel shows the RTFs at higher modulation depths
(above 10 dB).
when using stimuli with larger modulation depths (20 and 40 dB)
while the RTFs with higher BRDs resulted from lower modulation
depths (10 dB, e.g. Figure 7B,D). In addition to the shift in BRD,
there was a change in the ratio of the maximum response to
the minimum response (the modulation of the response strength).
Spectral modulation depths of 30–40 dB always resulted in greater
differences between the sizes of the maximum and minimum response
than, for example, 5 dB modulation depth. This increase in the
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modulation of the response magnitude with stimulus modulation
depth was found in all neurons.
To summarize, as the modulation depth was increased there were
several fundamental changes in the slope of the RTF, including
systematic shifts in the BRD. These changes were usually progressive
with the most common changes being from low-pass or all-pass RTFs
at low modulation depth to bandpass at high modulation depth. In
addition, the relative differences in response strength increased asSpectral envelope coding in cat A1 933
modulation depth increased. It is concluded that the effects of spectral
modulation depth are not compatible with a quasi-linear model of
spectral proﬁle processing.
Effects of fundamental frequency on ripple transfer functions
The fundamental frequency of the harmonic complex that served as
the carrier for the spectral envelope variations was usually chosen so
that there were between 150 and 200 different frequency components
in the three octaves of the total stimulus bandwidth. Depending upon
the CF of the recording site, this resulted in a fundamental frequency
between 75 and 100 Hz. To investigate systematically the effects of
the fundamental frequency on the RTF, several RTFs were collected
using different fundamental frequencies. As fundamental frequency
was the ﬁnal stimulus characteristic varied during the data collection
procedure, the response of a neuron or neuron cluster frequently
diminished, or the neuron was lost prior to completion of all stimulus
variations. Therefore, only two neurons were completely investigated
for their responses to variations in fundamental frequency. For both
of these neurons, the top plot (Fig. 8) shows RTFs for low fundamental
frequencies (200 Hz and below) while the bottom plot shows RTFs
for high fundamental frequencies (400 Hz and above). We previously
reported that variations in the fundamental frequency can cause
changes in the response magnitude to an otherwise ﬁxed ripple
stimulus (Schreiner & Calhoun, 1994). For both recording locations,
the overall shape of the transfer function remains essentially the same
as the fundamental frequency varied from 55 or 75 Hz to 400 Hz.
However, for a fundamental frequency of 800 Hz, the response to
certain ripple densities changed dramatically, particularly for ripple
densities above 4 ripples/octave. Accordingly, the size and shape of
the RTF can change signiﬁcantly for high fundamental frequencies.
Correlation between ripple transfer function and frequency
response areas parameters
If pure-tone estimates and broadband estimates of cortical neurons’
receptive ﬁelds reﬂect similar auditory system processing properties,
correlations between the two spectral receptive ﬁeld estimates should
be evident. In a linear system, the strongest correlation would be
expected between the position and bandwidth of the RTF and the
bandwidth of the FRA. Therefore, the main characteristics compared
were the BRD and the BW of the RTF against the width of the FRA.
There are several different measurements for the width of the FRA
including Q-10 dB and Q-40 dB, the distance between the two
inhibitory sidebands, and the distance between each inhibitory side-
band and the CF. In addition, the BW of the RTF was correlated
against the BRD.
Table 1 and the scattergrams in Figure 9 show correlations of
speciﬁc bandwidth measurements of the FRAs with the bandwidth
and BRD of the RTF (single units: ﬁlled circles, multiple units: open
circles). Single and multiple units showed different results. BRD vs.
BW were signiﬁcantly, although only weakly, correlated for both
single and multiple units. For single units, BRD was also signiﬁcantly
correlated with the inverse of the distance between the two inhibitory
sidebands, and the inverse of the distance between the more distant
inhibitory sideband and the CF. For multiple units, BRD was
signiﬁcantly correlated with the CF, and BW was correlated with
both CF and the inverse of the distance between the two inhibitory
sidebands. No signiﬁcant correlations were evident between excitatory
FRA measures and the RTF measures. The highest signiﬁcant correla-
tion for single units was seen between BRD and the inverse of the
distance between the inhibitory side bands (Fig. 9B). A slightly
smaller correlation was seen for the spacing between the excitatory
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FIG. 8. Effects of fundamental frequency. The ripple transfer functions (RTFs)
for two neurons were collected at several different fundamental frequencies.
To test the robustness of the deviant responses to the 800 Hz fundamental
frequency, the RTF was repeated twice.934 B. M. Calhoun and C. E. Schreiner
TABLE 1. Correlations for single vs. multiple units. The best ripple density (BRD) of the ripple transfer function (RTF) and the bandwidth of the RTF were
compared with relevant measurements of the frequency response area (FRA) for both multiple units, and for single units. The table shows the correlation index
(r2), the P-value, the number of units (n) and whether the P-value was signiﬁcant to a value of 0.05 (**). The top nine entries of the chart show the correlation
between the relevant FRA characteristic and the BRD, while the bottom eight entries show the correlations between the relevant FRA characteristic and the
bandwidth (BW) of the RTF
Multiple units Single units
r2 Pn sig. r2 Pn sig.
Inv. High to Low BRD 0.02 0.6800 13 0.24 0.0100 24 **
BW @ 50% BRD 0.11 0.0004 108 ** 0.19 0.0019 49 **
Inv. Distant Inh. to CF BRD 0.30 0.1600 8 0.17 0.0610 21
Q10 BRD 0.00 0.9600 9 0.15 0.0500 25
Inv. Close Inh. to CF BRD 0.14 0.4200 7 0.08 0.2000 23
Q40 BRD 0.00 0.8600 9 0.11 0.1100 25
CF BRD 0.06 0.0100 113 ** 0.00 0.9600 49
Inv. BW @ 40 BRD 0.04 0.0800 75 0.02 0.4800 30
Inv. BW @ 10 BRD 0.00 0.8000 101 0.04 0.2900 31
CF BW @ 50% 0.21 0.0001 105 ** 0.01 0.6100 45
Q40 BW @ 50% 0.02 0.7100 9 0.06 0.2500 25
Inv. Close Inh. to CF BW @ 50% 0.09 0.5100 7 0.01 0.6400 23
Inv. Distant Inh. to CF BW @ 50% 0.00 0.9300 8 0.00 0.7800 22
Inv. BW @ 10 BW @ 50% 0.01 0.2700 93 0.05 0.2600 30
Inv. High to Low BW @ 50% 0.45 0.0100 13 ** 0.00 0.8100 24
Q10 BW @ 50% 0.13 0.3400 9 0.00 0.9200 25
Inv. BW @ 40 BW @ 50% 0.01 0.5400 68 0.02 0.5200 29
and the more distant inhibitory regions with the BRD. However, if a
single ‘outlier’ was taken into account (Fig. 9A, point in brackets),
this correlation increased substantially. These correlations suggest
that the frequency spacing between excitatory and/or inhibitory
regions is a reasonable predictor for a spectral envelope ﬁlter. While
the relationship between various characteristics of the ripple response
are similar for single and multiple units, the relationship between
ripple responses and tonal responses change.
For a standard ripple stimulus with a modulation depth of 30 dB,
signiﬁcantcorrelationsbetweenthebroadbandandpure-toneestimates
of the spectral receptive ﬁeld were seen, particularly between the
BRD of the RTF, and the spectral distance of the excitatory and
inhibitory regions of the FRA. While statistically signiﬁcant, the
correlation coefﬁcients were low indicating that the FRA accounts
for only a small part of the variance in the RTF. This suggests that
although the RTF and FRA reﬂect some common processing prin-
ciples, they also reﬂect spectral information processing aspects that
are not equivalently captured by these narrow-band and broadband
estimates of spectral processing indicating that the RTF and FRA are
not completely redundant.
In summary, the correlation analysis shows a relationship between
BRDandthebandwidthofthe RTF.Inaddition,aninverserelationship
between the relative spacing of inhibitory sidebands and the BRD
suggests a correspondence between narrow-band and broadband
measures of the receptive ﬁeld. While statistically signiﬁcant, the
obtained correlation coefﬁcients were fairly low, indicating that the
FRA accounts for only a small part of the variance in the RTF. Taking
into account the non-linear changes of the RTF with modulation
depth, these data suggest that although the RTF and FRA reveal some
common processing principles, they also reﬂect spectral information
processing aspects that are not equivalently captured by these two
estimates of spectral processing. It follows that the RTF and FRA
are not completely redundant measures of the cortical coding capacity
for narrow-band and broadband sounds.
Discussion
Previously, we demonstrated the feasibility and relevance of using
broadband stimuli with speciﬁc spectral modulations to probe the
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response propertiesof auditory cortical neurons(Schreiner & Calhoun,
1994). Then Shamma and colleagues (1995) reported in some detail
that, in ferret A1, broadband ripple sounds are analysed and repres-
ented in a largely linear manner. The present study systematically
examined the effects of various stimulus conditions on the properties
of RTFs and the relationships between pure-tone and broadband
cortical receptive ﬁeld properties in cat A1. This analysis serves to
estimate the equivalence of narrow- and broadband estimates of
cortical receptive ﬁelds. We found that RTF shape was dependent
upon the phase and modulation depth of the spectral envelope of the
broadband stimuli, while RTF magnitude varied with the intensity
and fundamental frequency of the stimuli. We argue that while
responses to closely related complex stimuli are frequently predictable
quasi-linear distortions of one another, the processing of tonal and
spectrally complex stimuli are only weakly related.
We will discuss these results within the context of linear systems
as they apply to the complementary nature of narrow-band and
broadband system analysis and of spatial Fourier transforms. Two
assumptions are being made. First, a pure tone will be considered an
impulse stimulus along the spatial extent of the receptor surface (the
cochlear partition). Although the basilar membrane response to tonal
stimuli is not a clean spatial impulse, it represents a reasonable
approximation for these considerations. Second, tonal receptive ﬁelds
are symmetrical about the BF. Although Shamma et al. (1993) have
shown that response areas can be asymmetrical, in this study we
concentrated on the symmetric portion of the spectral envelope ﬁlter
(see below). From the complementary nature of narrow-band and
broadband approaches, some relevant features of the Fourier pair are
outlined and the corresponding features of RTFs and FRAs are
compared. Variations in RTFs under various stimulus conditions will
be discussed with respect to the underlying receptive ﬁeld properties
evoked by pure tones and ripple stimuli. Throughout the discussion,
it is important to note that while the correlation between the RTF
and FRA may permit a ﬁrst approximation of the auditory system by
alinearsystem,therearedifferencesbetweenthetwoﬁlterdescriptions
indicating that responses to both simple and complex stimuli are
necessary to describe fully the auditory system’s response to stimuliSpectral envelope coding in cat A1 935
FIG. 9. Correlations between ripple transfer functions (RTFs) and frequency response areas (FRAs). Several measurements related to the shape of a neuron’s
FRA were compared with relevant features of the same neuron’s RTF; namely, the best ripple density and the bandwidth @50. Open circles mark multiple unit
responses, while ﬁlled circles mark single unit responses. The dashed lines show the regression through the multiple unit data, the solid lines show the regression
through the single unit data. One point in panel A can be considered an outlier and is enclosed by brackets.
including communication sounds and other complex sounds. In
addition, most of these recordings are from deep layer III and IV,
and cannot be generalized to other cortical layers.
Spatial processing and Fourier analysis
The various processing stations in the auditory system, from basilar
membrane to auditory cortex, can be modelled as spatial ﬁlters. The
input space is the extent of the basilar membrane and the input
stimulus is the envelope of the basilar membrane motion. The ripple
stimuli selected for this study, with peaks spaced logarithmically in
the frequency domain, and no abrupt changes in intensity within the
neuron’s FRA, activate a large range of the basilar membrane creating
a pattern of excitation who’s spatial envelope is approximately
sinusoidal on a linear spatial scale. Analogous stimuli, sinusoidal
spatial gratings, have been used to study the spatial receptive ﬁelds
of neurons in other modalities. For example, in the visual and
somatosensory systems, the spatial ﬁltering properties of cortical
neurons have been studied with sinusoidal gratings, bars and point
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stimuli (e.g. Campbell & Robson, 1968; Maffei & Fiorentini, 1976;
Andrews & Pollen, 1979; Hsiao et al., 1993). The response to the
spatial grating, in this case, the RTF, is a description of the ﬁlter
characteristics of the system, i.e. how a neuron responds to various
spatial frequencies presented at a speciﬁc spectral envelope phase
and amplitude. In a linear, time-invariant system, an equivalent ﬁlter
description, the spatial impulse response, may be determined by the
Fourier transform of the transfer functions and can also be directly
measured by pointwise stimulations of the receptor surface, such as
by the use of small light points in the visual system (Movshon et al.
1978; Kulikowski & Bishop, 1981) or discrete somatic stimuli in the
somatosensory system (Hsiao et al. 1993). A spatial impulse in the
auditory system would displace a very narrow region of the basilar
membrane resulting in the excitation of only a few inner hair cells.
In reality, pure tones are represented on the basilar membrane as a
travelling wave whose envelope approximates a pointwise stimulation
of the basilar membrane only at very small amplitudes. At higher
amplitudes, the pure tone representation clearly deviates from the936 B. M. Calhoun and C. E. Schreiner
FIG. 10. Fourier transform. Fourier transform pairs can be linked pictorially, as well as mathematically. For illustration purposes, a ‘square wave’ (A) and its
Fourier transform, a ‘sinc function’ (B) have been used. In part B, the dashed line is a sinc function, the inverse Fourier transform of a square wave centred at
the origin, and the envelope of the transform of the shifted square wave. The solid line is the inverse Fourier transform of the shifted square wave. (A1, B1)
The standard square wave with its inverse Fourier transform. (A2, B2) As the square wave is moved farther off-centre, the carrier of the sinc wave becomes
higher in frequency. (A3, B3) The width of the sinc function (the envelope of the inverse Fourier transform) is inversely proportional to the width of the square
wave. (A4, B4) The square wave is narrow and shifted off-centre resulting in a broad sinc function with a high carrier frequency.
narrow region of excitation (see Rhode, 1978; Robles, 1986). Con-
sequently, pure tones stimulate many receptors on the sensory
epithelium and can, at best, be considered degraded spatial impulses.
As the FRA describes the strength of the response to pure tones,
an isointensity cross-section through the FRA represents a ﬁrst
approximation of a spatial impulse response of the system, and should
be particularly accurate at low tone intensities. Accordingly, the cross-
section of a FRA and the RTF approximate Fourier transform pairs.
Using Fourier transform principles, the appropriate qualities of
FRAs and RTFs can be compared. As an illustration, let us consider
the Fourier transform of a normal Gaussian spatial impulse response.
If the normal Gaussian impulse is symmetrical about the origin, the
transfer function will also be a normal Gaussian function with the
height proportional and the width inversely proportional to the width
of the impulse. This variation can be generalized to non-Gaussian
waveforms: as the width of a function increases, its Fourier transform
decreases in width and increases in magnitude. Figure 10 schematic-
ally shows the relationship between a square wave function, e.g. an
RTF (Fig. 10A), and its Fourier transform, a sinc function [(sin x)/x],
e.g. the FRA cross-section (Fig. 10B). Two aspects of the RTF that
are of special interest in this context are the location of its maximum
magnitude, the BRD, and the bandwidth of the RTF. (The Fourier
transform has two components: an envelope, i.e. the sinc function,
and a high frequency oscillation, i.e. the carrier. The sinc function
depends upon the shape of the square wave: as the square wave
becomes narrower (Fig. 10A1 vs. Figure 10A3), the sinc function
becomes wider (envelope of Fig. 10B1 vs. envelope of Fig. 10B3).
The oscillation frequency of the carrier is dependent upon the location
of the square wave. Thus, the farther the square wave is located off the
origin (Fig. 10A1 vs. Figure 10A2), the higher the carrier frequency in
the inverse Fourier transform (Fig. 10B1 vs. Figure 10B2).
Transfer functions have two, orthogonal components, referred to
as the real part and the imaginary part. If the FRA is symmetrical
about the origin, the real part of the transfer function will completely
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describe it and the imaginary part will be zero. If the spatial impulse
is not symmetrical about the origin, the transfer function will have
an orthogonal imaginary part, corresponding to its asymmetrical
aspect. Deﬁning the CF of the FRA as its origin does not eliminate
all asymmetries; it should be kept in mind that even for a linear
system, the asymmetrical part is necessary to characterize the response
completely. However, this report is concerned with estimates of the
linearity of the system which should be sufﬁciently reﬂected in the
behaviour of the real part of the system’s function. The inﬂuence of
the asymmetric part of the RTF will be considered elsewhere.
Considering the FRA and the RTF as the two parts of a Fourier
transform pair leads to predictions about the correlations between
appropriate characteristics of these two measurements. In particular,
the width of the RTF and the width of the FRA should be inversely
related. Several measures were used to determine different aspects
of the width of FRAs: Q-10 dB, Q-40 dB, spectral distance between
inhibitory sidebands (in octaves), and distance between the edges of
the excitatory regions (in octaves). Although these different FRA
measures are moderately or highly correlated with each other, they
resulted in marked differences in the correlations with RTF character-
istics. These differences may illuminate processing principles and
functional organizations of the auditory system. Of course, such
interpretations of RTF and FRA responses assume that the neuronal
responses are robust and at least quasi-linear.
Phase shifts of the spectral envelope
In a linear system, a linear transformation of the input should result
in the same linear transformation of the output. An example of
a simple linear transformation is inverting the input waveform,
accomplished by shifting the phase of a sine wave by 180°. If the
spectral envelope processing is linear up to auditory cortex, 180°-
RTFs should be completely predictable from the 0° condition, namely
they should be identical to the inverted 0°-RTF. The results show
that for some neurons, inverting the stimuli results in such an invertedSpectral envelope coding in cat A1 937
transfer function (see Fig. 3). However, less than 25% of all cells
showed this linear behaviour. There are several explanations why the
transferfunctionmaynotshowacompleteinversionwiththeinversion
of the spectral envelope. The critical contributing factors are system
noise and peripheral and central non-linearities such as non-mono-
tonicity, half-wave rectiﬁcation, saturation, and converging pathways.
Half-wave rectiﬁcation appeared to be a substantial cause of the
non-linearities associated with inverting the input. Most neurons with
some baseline activity showed clear correspondence between the 0°-
RTF and the 180°-RTF, such that the latter condition was an inverted
version of the former RTF (Fig. 3) suggesting that some neurons
reﬂect a relatively high degree of linearity in the processing of
spectral envelopes up to the primary auditory cortex. Neurones with
no baseline activity showed various degrees of rectiﬁcation of the
RTF. Accordingly, they do not represent complete estimates of the
RTF. However, by obtaining RTFs for 180° phase-shifted ripple
envelopes, an estimate of the rectiﬁcation can be obtained and, by
appropriately combining the two RTF estimates, a complete RTF can
be predicted. After eliminating the simple and correctable rectiﬁcation
non-linearity, a quasi-linear descriptor of the system response to
spectral envelopes is restored.
Intensity changes of the ripple stimulus
To evaluate the effects of overall intensity variations on the response
to ripple stimuli more precisely, RTFs were measured at different
stimulusintensities.Intensitywasincreasedbykeepingthemodulation
depth constant and increasing each component by a ﬁxed amount.
Linear system theory predicts that an increase in the level of the
stimulus will not change the ﬁlter shape but results in a magnitude
increase by a proportional amount. The data showed that as the ripple
stimuli intensities were varied, the shape of the RTFs remained
constant, compatible with linear processing. However, there was also
a non-linear aspect in that increasing the intensity did not consistently
produce proportional increases in the response strength. The clearest
example is for non-monotonic units where increasing the intensity of
the stimulus reduced the strength of the response. The response
behaviour of the neuron with variations in intensity suggests that the
strength of the neuron’s response is the result of two largely
independent processes: one quasi-linear, acting on the input space
(the frequency axis), and one non-linear, related to stimulus intens-
ity aspects.
The consistency in the shape of the RTF with changes of intensity
would predict a similar consistency in the shape of the FRA cross-
section. However, variations in intensity of pure tones can profoundly
change a neuron’s response (e.g. Phillips & Irvine, 1981; Schreiner
& Mendelson, 1990; Shamma et al., 1993; Sutter & Schreiner, 1995)
and, accordingly, the cross-sections of FRAs. This contrast between
the effects of intensity on the RTF and the effects on the FRA
indicates an intensity-dependent difference between the representation
oftheneuron’sresponsetopuretonesanditsresponsetoripplestimuli.
Although the FRA is presumed to be a neuron’s response to a
spatial impulse stimulus on the basilar membrane, the increased
intensity of a pure-tone results in an expansion of the stimulated
region of the basilar membrane (Rhode, 1978; Robles et al., 1986).
Therefore, the FRA reﬂects not only the true, level-independent
spatial impulse response, but also a level-dependent spatial spread
component. By contrast, the ripple stimulus provides a fairly evenly
spread, constant background activity that may result in a linearization
of the spectral processing. This suggests that the spatial ﬁltering
properties central to the basilar membrane are more accurately and
linearly represented by the RTF than by the FRA, and may better
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predict responses to stimuli, with similar spatial and envelope charac-
teristics.
Modulation depth of spectral envelope
As the modulation depth of the spectral envelope was varied, the
spectral peaks of the stimulus remained at the same intensity, and the
intensity of the minima were adjusted resulting in a scaling of the
spectral envelope and an overall intensity change (‘vertical shift’). In
a linear system, scaling the stimulus should correspondingly scale
the transfer function, and vertically shifting the stimulus should
vertically shift the transfer function. As discussed in the previous
section, vertical shifts, or overall intensity changes in the ripple
stimulus affect the RTF shape as anticipated for a linear system.
However, variation in modulation depth resulted in a shift in the peak
location suggesting that the scaling of the ripple stimulus does not
affect the RTF in a linear manner. The mechanisms behind this non-
linear behaviour for scaling of the ripple waveform are unclear. It
can be speculated that changes in the modulation depth may uncouple
and shift the operating points of the excitatory and inhibitory
contributions, and that each of them can exhibit non-linear behaviour
with regard to intensity changes.
Although these results indicate that the system behaves non-linearly
in overall intensity, and for intensity scaling, the system may still be
considered quasi-linear if applied to stimuli with signal properties
similar to those used to obtain the RTF.
Fundamental frequency of the harmonic complex
Throughout this study, we suggest that neurons are responding to the
shape of the stimulus’ spectral envelope. Therefore, changes in the
fundamental frequency and corresponding changes in the number of
frequency components in the signal should have no effect on the
characteristicsoftheRTFs.Thisconclusiononlyholdsifthewaveform
of the spectral envelope is reliably reproduced by a sufﬁcient number
of supporting points, i.e. by a density of spectral components that
fulﬁls the Nyquist theorem for the spectral envelope at all ripple
densities. As the fundamental frequency is increased, the number of
supporting points comprising the spectral envelope is decreased. For
high ripple densities, this can result in undersampling the spectral
envelope, potentially resulting in large unpredictable changes in the
neuron’s response. The similarity of the RTFs’ shapes for lower
fundamentals shows that in the fundamental frequency ranges where
the behavioural and mathematical arguments were valid, the transfer
function did not vary much with variations in the fundamental
frequency. In a previous study, it was shown that for a given ripple
density, the spike count varied dramatically when undersampling the
ripple waveform (Schreiner & Calhoun, 1994). The current results
show that, when considering the entire RTF, the shape stays reasonably
constant, as long as the ripple waveform is adequately sampled, i.e.
at lower fundamental frequencies.
Correlation analysis
Correlation analysis was used to compare response proﬁles of a
neuron for fairly simple stimuli with those for complex stimuli. Based
on the simpliﬁed model that the RTF and the FRA are Fourier
transform pairs, the width of the FRA and the width of the RTF
should be inversely related. As the extent of the excitatory region of
the FRA is thought to be shaped by the location of inhibitory
sidebands (e.g. Suga & Tsuzuki, 1985; Shamma et al., 1993), a
number of FRA characterizations, incorporating various excitatory
and inhibitory subregions, were used. While the Q-10 dB and Q-
40 dB measures relate only to properties of the excitatory region,938 B. M. Calhoun and C. E. Schreiner
distance measures (expressed in octaves) between the inhibitory
sidebands consider only the spacing of the inhibitory regions.
Correlations between FRA measures and the RTF measures, BRD
and bandwidth, suggest that the width of the FRA is deﬁned by the
position of the inhibitory sidebands as indicated by the signiﬁcant
correlations between RTF characteristics and the inverse of the
distance between the inhibitory sidebands of the FRA. Further
comparisonsshow asigniﬁcantcorrelationbetween theRTFcharacter-
istics and the distance between the CF and the more widely spaced
sideband. These correlations were the strongest seen for any of
the RTF/FRA relationships. By contrast, there was no signiﬁcant
correlation between the distance from the CF to the closer inhibitory
region and the BRD suggesting that the more distant inhibitory
sideband has a stronger and more deﬁning inﬂuence on the spectral
ﬁltering characteristics of the neuron.
FRA characteristics based exclusively on a description of the
excitatory region (Q-10 dB and Q-40 dB) do not appear to be
correlated with any aspect of the RTF. Apparently, the placement and
strength of the inhibitory regions relative to each other, and relative
to the excitatory region, are an integral part of the relationship
between broadband estimates and pure-tone estimates of the spectral
ﬁltering properties. This correspondence between narrow-band and
broadband estimates supports the notion that these estimators of
spectral processing are useful and, at least partially, redundant.
However, narrow-band and broadband estimators are not completely
equivalent.
The relatively weak correlation coefﬁcients between speciﬁc RTF
and FRA characteristics (BW vs. CF, BRD vs. CF, BRD vs. the
inverse of the spacing between the two inhibitory sidebands) shows
that for even the most closely related parameters, there are differences
between a neuron’s responses to pure tones and its responses to
broadband spatial frequency gratings, i.e. the two measurements are
not completely redundant as expected for a linear system. Several
aspects may contribute to the variations between the two estimates
of spatial ﬁltering.
Certain assumptions or approximations are necessary when using
Fourier transforms. Although both the FRA and RTF reﬂect non-
linearities of the system, the Fourier transform is a linear transforma-
tion and cannot accurately reﬂect the non-linearities seen in either
FRA or RTF. Each non-linearity can compound the errors in the
attempt to describe linearly the auditory system. Already at the basilar
membrane, a non-linearity occurs when a pure tone is assumed to be
a spatial impulse – it is actually a degraded spatial impulse covering
a wide range of frequencies. Another source of error is the comparison
between the 0°-RTF and the FRA. According to Fourier theory, the
0°-RTF should correspond only to the symmetrical portions of the
FRA. Asymmetrical aspects require 90°-RTFs determined using
orthogonalstimuli.Inanotherstudy,thesymmetricalandasymmetrical
portions of the impulse response will both be considered in recon-
structing the spatial impulse response of cortical neurons.
Once the systematic variations have been accounted for, ripple
stimuli may reveal differences in the spatial and spectral processing
of certain aspects of the auditory system. These differences may
indicatefundamentalinequalitiesinhowtheauditorysystemprocesses
pure tones and how it processes complex sounds. The correlation
analysis indicates that there is an important difference between single
and multiple unit responses. While 15% of the BRD’s variance was
attributable to the inverse of the distance between the FRA’s inhibitory
sidebands in single units, these two properties were not correlated
for multiple units. By contrast, there was no correlation between the
BW of the RTFs and the inverse of the distance between the FRA
inhibitory sidebands for single units, but there was for multiple units.
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These contrasts suggest that the factors contributing to the positive
correlation between the BRD and the BW must be different from
those contributing to the correlation between the BRD and the relative
positions of the inhibitory sidebands. In addition, the different
correlation strengths for single and multiple units indicate that there
may be a superposition of several ﬁlter characteristics that can obscure
details of the ﬁltering process if their properties show a large local
variance(seeSchreiner&Mendelson,1990;Sutter&Schreiner,1995).
Implications
To determine how the processing of simple sounds relates to that of
complex, naturally occurring sounds, it is advantageous to use
increasingly complex signals that show speciﬁc characteristics of
behaviourally relevant sounds. The evaluation of the cortical pro-
cessing of spectral envelope characteristics of broadband stimuli
relative to those of pure tones represents such an intermediate
step in the effort to understand the processing of natural sounds.
Psychophysical studies have investigated the spectral processing of
broadband stimuli with parametrically varied spectral envelopes.
Studies by several different groups (e.g. Houtgast, 1977; Pick, 1980;
Festen & Plomp, 1981; Yost, 1982; Bernstein & Green, 1987; Hillier,
1991) used comb-ﬁltered broadband signals, i.e. spectral envelopes
with linearly spaced minima and maxima, to estimate the psycho
physical auditory ﬁlter and to compare it to that obtained with pure
tones. Physiological studies of response in the auditory nerve, the
cochlear nucleus, and the auditory cortex described some aspects of
the neuronal processing of comb-ﬁltered signals or ripple spectra
(Evans & Wilson, 1971; Boerger & Gruber, 1971; Bilsen &
Goldenstein, 1974; Bilsen et al. 1975; ten Kate & van Bekkum, 1988;
Schreiner & Calhoun, 1994; Shamma et al., 1995). These approaches
have shown that neurons are tuned to speciﬁc aspects of the spectral
envelope including the intensity, the location of spectral extremes
and the modulation depth of the frequency spectra.
Establishing the relationship between response proﬁles from sys-
tematically varied properties of spectral envelopes and those from
pure-tones represents a way to estimate the predictive power of pure-
tone response properties (Pick, 1980; Nelken et al., 1994; Shamma
et al., 1995; Shamma & Versnel, 1995). Comparing responses to
complex stimuli with responses to the pure tones will contribute to
understanding common cortical organizational principles and reveal
functional implications of spatially organized pure-tone receptive
ﬁelds. While some studies have shown relationships between broad-
band and pure-tone responses, other studies have produced conﬂicting
results. For example, studies in cat A1 have shown that the response
strength of broadband stimuli and FM sweeps are moderately to
highly correlated with the bandwidth of the tuning curves (Schreiner
& Mendelson, 1990; Mendelson et al., 1993). In addition, Shamma
& Versnel (1995) demonstrated that a neuron’s response to complex
stimuli in ferret A1 correlates well with its response to pure tones.
On the other hand, the results shown here suggest only a weak
correlation in cats and studies in primates have shown that multicom-
ponent stimuli, such as a vocalization, are only weakly correlated, or
uncorrelated, with pure tone responses (e.g. Winter & Funkenstein,
1971; Newman & Wollberg, 1973; Schwarz & Tomlinson, 1990;
Rauschecker et al., 1995). These differing results raise the possibility
of differing neuron populations or a strong dependence on stimulus
characteristics; two primary differences between Shamma and
Versnel’s work, and this one, were the species (ferret vs. cat) and
stimulus characteristics (logarithmically spaced components and a
20 dB modulation depth vs. linearly spaced components and a 30 dB
modulation depth).
Previously, it has been shown that the receptive ﬁelds of neuronsSpectral envelope coding in cat A1 939
in cat A1 can be systematically characterized by their responses to
broadband stimuli and that the strength of the response varies as
speciﬁc stimulus characteristics are changed (Schreiner & Calhoun,
1994; Shamma et al., 1995). In this study, we suggest that while
transformations from the basilar membrane to the primary auditory
cortex are generally non-linear, speciﬁc stimulus qualities are manip-
ulated in a linear manner. Linear aspects included shifting the phase
of the spectral envelope usually resulting in predictable increases or
decreasesinspikecount.Inaddition,thereweresigniﬁcantcorrelations
between the FRAs and the RTFs, as expected in a linear system.
Stimulus qualities that resulted in non-linear response patterns
included intensity and modulation depth variations. The weak correla-
tion coefﬁcients between the FRAs and RTFs also suggested aspects
of the auditory system for which a linear system would not account,
and emphasized that a linear model serves only as a ﬁrst approxi-
mation. These results could indicate two separate classes of spatial
ﬁlters, reﬂected in cortical neurons with either linear or non-linear
ﬁlter properties. This division in neuronal processing is supported by
the fact that the RTFs of a subgroup of neurons are half-wave rectiﬁed.
The importance and value of the ripple stimulus is not limited to
mathematical manipulations. Vowels, with spectral envelopes similar
to ripple stimuli, are an important component of human and animal
communication. If the primary auditory cortex is organized to enhance
the representation of behaviourally relevant vowel-like sounds, careful
investigations using a similar but more easily controlled set of stimuli,
such as ripple stimuli, may elucidate these organizational features.
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Abbreviations
BRD best ripple density
BW bandwidth
CF characteristic frequency
FRA frequency response area
PSTH peristimulus time histogram
RTF ripple transfer function
SPL sound pressure level
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